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ObjectiveObjective

The objective of the paper is to develop a new The objective of the paper is to develop a new 
methodology allowing to link the General Equilibrium methodology allowing to link the General Equilibrium 
approach and the Microsimulation approach by using approach and the Microsimulation approach by using 
an exact aggregation result of individual discrete an exact aggregation result of individual discrete 
choiceschoices
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Our methodologyOur methodology

Integration of the two approaches by using the exact Integration of the two approaches by using the exact 
aggregation result due to Anderson, de Palma and aggregation result due to Anderson, de Palma and 
ThisseThisse (1992):(1992):

Heterogeneous individuals, who have to choose among Heterogeneous individuals, who have to choose among 
a set of discrete alternatives, may be aggregated into a a set of discrete alternatives, may be aggregated into a 
representative agent with CES preferencesrepresentative agent with CES preferences
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Our methodologyOur methodology

This result implies:This result implies:

•• that it is not necessary to work with a big number of that it is not necessary to work with a big number of 
individuals in order to take into account the individual individuals in order to take into account the individual 
heterogeneityheterogeneity
•• that it is not necessary to iterate because the that it is not necessary to iterate because the 
equilibrium prices obtained in the GE model are already equilibrium prices obtained in the GE model are already 
computed by taking into account the individual computed by taking into account the individual 
heterogeneityheterogeneity

Individuals can be classified in different groups Individuals can be classified in different groups 
according to their socioaccording to their socio--economic characteristics (age, economic characteristics (age, 
sex, education...) sex, education...) 
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Our methodologyOur methodology
We can apply our methodology to discrete choices We can apply our methodology to discrete choices 
concerning:concerning:

Labor market decisionsLabor market decisions
whether to work or notwhether to work or not
in which professionin which profession
retirement ageretirement age

Education decisionsEducation decisions
MigrationMigration
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We need:We need:

A Micro dataA Micro data--set to estimate the individual preferencesset to estimate the individual preferences

A General Equilibrium model to evaluate the effects on the A General Equilibrium model to evaluate the effects on the 
equilibrium pricesequilibrium prices

A Microsimulation model to evaluate the effects at the A Microsimulation model to evaluate the effects at the 
individual levelindividual level

How to implementHow to implement
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How to implementHow to implement
Step 1 Step 1 –– For each socioFor each socio--economic group: Estimation economic group: Estimation 

and Aggregation of individual preferencesand Aggregation of individual preferences

Step 2 Step 2 –– Introduction of the functions that aggregate Introduction of the functions that aggregate 
the individual preferences into a GE modelthe individual preferences into a GE model

Step 3 Step 3 –– Simulation of macroeconomic shock and Simulation of macroeconomic shock and 
computation of the equilibrium pricescomputation of the equilibrium prices

Step 4 Step 4 –– Evaluation of the impacts at the individual Evaluation of the impacts at the individual 
level (choices) and on income distribution, inequality, level (choices) and on income distribution, inequality, 
poverty...poverty...
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Estimation and Aggregation Estimation and Aggregation 
of the individual preferencesof the individual preferences

Individuals belonging to a specific socioIndividuals belonging to a specific socio--economic economic 
group (by age, sex, educationgroup (by age, sex, education……) have to choose:) have to choose:

Whether to work or notWhether to work or not
In which profession In which profession 

TwoTwo--stage decision problemstage decision problem
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The The NestedNested MultinomialMultinomial LogitLogit
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Utility of choosing profession Utility of choosing profession ii::

It depends on:It depends on:
market wage in profession market wage in profession ii
characteristics specific to profession characteristics specific to profession ii
double exponential stochastic term (correlated, with double exponential stochastic term (correlated, with 

dispersion parameter dispersion parameter μμ22))

1)  1)  ChoiceChoice of the of the professionprofession
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They depend on:They depend on:
disutility of workingdisutility of working
market wages, consistent with the 2nd stage decision problem. market wages, consistent with the 2nd stage decision problem. 

GGA1A1 is the expected maximum utility of a subset of alternativesis the expected maximum utility of a subset of alternatives
double exponential stochastic terms (dispersion parameter double exponential stochastic terms (dispersion parameter μμ11)    )    

Utilities of not working and working are:Utilities of not working and working are:

2)  2)  Choice of whether to work or notChoice of whether to work or not
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ProbabilitiesProbabilities

The probability of choosing profession The probability of choosing profession ii
 

is:is:

The probability of working is:The probability of working is:
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Aggregation of individual choicesAggregation of individual choices

The number of individuals (belonging to a specific The number of individuals (belonging to a specific 
group) who decide to work in profession group) who decide to work in profession ii

 
is given by:is given by:

This is a labor supply function that perfectly This is a labor supply function that perfectly 
aggregates the individual preferencesaggregates the individual preferences
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Aggregation of individual choicesAggregation of individual choices

μμ2  2  is the inverse of the transformation elasticity between professiis the inverse of the transformation elasticity between professionsons

μμ1  1  is the inverse of the transformation elasticity between work andis the inverse of the transformation elasticity between work and 
leisureleisure
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Representative agentRepresentative agent

As in As in AdPTAdPT, we can write an optimization problem for a , we can write an optimization problem for a 
representative agent (one for each cell) who decides representative agent (one for each cell) who decides 
the optimal allocation of his time into leisure and the optimal allocation of his time into leisure and 
professional activities professional activities 

This optimal time allocation coincides with the one This optimal time allocation coincides with the one 
generated from the aggregation of the individual generated from the aggregation of the individual 
discrete choicesdiscrete choices
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An illustrationAn illustration

We apply our methodology to labor choices in the We apply our methodology to labor choices in the 
context of population ageingcontext of population ageing

Objective: Evaluate the effects of population ageing on Objective: Evaluate the effects of population ageing on 
the dynamics of the income distribution and the dynamics of the income distribution and 
inequalitiesinequalities
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We generate We generate in vitroin vitro a micro dataa micro data--set of 51,850 set of 51,850 
individuals (39,525 individuals aged 15individuals (39,525 individuals aged 15--64)64)

Individuals are classified on the basis of their age Individuals are classified on the basis of their age 
and sexand sex

Individuals have to choose whether to work or not Individuals have to choose whether to work or not 
and, if yes, in which profession (and, if yes, in which profession (Prof0Prof0 and and Prof1Prof1))

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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Number of individuals by age and sexNumber of individuals by age and sex

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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Generation of individual wagesGeneration of individual wages

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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General statistics on individual wages General statistics on individual wages 
by age and sex for the two professionsby age and sex for the two professions

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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The aggregation result is The aggregation result is ““exactexact”” if all the individuals if all the individuals 
belonging to the same sociobelonging to the same socio--economic group earn the same economic group earn the same 
wagewage

In the labor supply functions used the GE model we consider, In the labor supply functions used the GE model we consider, 
for each cell, the average wagefor each cell, the average wage

In the microsimulation model, individuals choose by In the microsimulation model, individuals choose by 
considering their individual wage (different from the average considering their individual wage (different from the average 
level)level)

It is important to check that discrepancy between the macro It is important to check that discrepancy between the macro 
and the micro labor supply is sufficiently small. We find that and the micro labor supply is sufficiently small. We find that 
the error is lower than 0.01%the error is lower than 0.01%

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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We generate the preference parameters, so we can We generate the preference parameters, so we can 
determine the choices for each individualdetermine the choices for each individual

Transformation Transformation elasticitieselasticities of the labor supply of the labor supply 
functions (inverse of functions (inverse of μμ1  1  and and μμ22

 

))

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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WorkWork--Leisure choice and choice of the professionLeisure choice and choice of the profession
General statistics by age and sexGeneral statistics by age and sex

Micro dataMicro data--setset
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The OLGThe OLG--GE modelGE model

Standard OLG model to evaluate the macroeconomic Standard OLG model to evaluate the macroeconomic 
effects of population ageingeffects of population ageing

8 generations (158 generations (15--24, 2524, 25--34,34,……, 85, 85--94) that coexist at 94) that coexist at 
each timeeach time

Heterogeneity: individuals differ in age and sex (as Heterogeneity: individuals differ in age and sex (as 
in the microin the micro--data set)data set)

One representative firm uses capital and labor (two One representative firm uses capital and labor (two 
professions)professions)

A PAYG pension system: the replacement ratio is A PAYG pension system: the replacement ratio is 
endogenously determined to guarantee the equilibriumendogenously determined to guarantee the equilibrium
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The OLGThe OLG--GE modelGE model

Representative agents decide:Representative agents decide:

The The intertemporalintertemporal profile of consumptionprofile of consumption

The labor supply at each period (the labor supply The labor supply at each period (the labor supply 
functions come from the aggregation of the individual functions come from the aggregation of the individual 
preferences)preferences)
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The Macroeconomic shockThe Macroeconomic shock

Reduction in fertility rates and Reduction in fertility rates and 
increase in survival ratesincrease in survival rates
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The Macroeconomic shockThe Macroeconomic shock

Evolution of the oldEvolution of the old--age dependency ratioage dependency ratio
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Macroeconomic ResultsMacroeconomic Results 

Impact on factor pricesImpact on factor prices
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Microsimulation modelMicrosimulation model

We introduce the GE timeWe introduce the GE time--path of factor prices into path of factor prices into 
the Microsimulation modelthe Microsimulation model

We determine the effects on the dynamic of: We determine the effects on the dynamic of: 

labor choices at the individual levellabor choices at the individual level

individual income (labor income + capital income)individual income (labor income + capital income)

income distributionincome distribution

inequalitiesinequalities
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Microeconomic ResultsMicroeconomic Results 
Evolution of the 10Evolution of the 10thth,, 5050th th andand 9090th th percentilespercentiles
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Microeconomic ResultsMicroeconomic Results 
Evolution of the Evolution of the GiniGini Index Index 

age group 45age group 45--5454
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ConclusionsConclusions
We developed a methodology that allows to We developed a methodology that allows to 
integrate GE and Microsimulation approaches by integrate GE and Microsimulation approaches by 
the aggregation of individual discrete choicesthe aggregation of individual discrete choices

It is not necessary to work with a big number of It is not necessary to work with a big number of 
individuals in the CGE modelindividuals in the CGE model

It is not necessary to iterate between the two It is not necessary to iterate between the two 
models, thanks to the exact aggregation propertymodels, thanks to the exact aggregation property



Restrictions in order to guarantee Restrictions in order to guarantee 
the exact aggregation propertythe exact aggregation property

This aggregation property holds if the labor This aggregation property holds if the labor 
supply computed in the CGE model coincides with supply computed in the CGE model coincides with 
the labor supply computed in the microsimulation the labor supply computed in the microsimulation 
modelmodel

Given a shock, the average variation in the net Given a shock, the average variation in the net 
wage in the general equilibrium model must wage in the general equilibrium model must 
coincide with the average variation in the net coincide with the average variation in the net 
wage in the microsimulation modelwage in the microsimulation model

Fiscal rules must be simple: we need a simple Fiscal rules must be simple: we need a simple 
system of taxes and benefits that allows to link system of taxes and benefits that allows to link 
in a simple way the gross wage to the net wagein a simple way the gross wage to the net wage
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Future researchFuture research

Implementation of this methodology to the Implementation of this methodology to the 
Canadian case in the context of population ageingCanadian case in the context of population ageing

FMGD - Fichier de microdonnées à grande
diffusion -- 20012001

Individuals choose:Individuals choose:
Whether to work or notWhether to work or not
In which profession (10 professions)In which profession (10 professions)
The type of the contract (FullThe type of the contract (Full--time or Parttime or Part--time)time)
The investment in education (5 education levels) The investment in education (5 education levels) 
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Technical aspectsTechnical aspects
Estimation of a nested (3Estimation of a nested (3--level) multinomial level) multinomial logitlogit

Generation of a potential wage for each nonGeneration of a potential wage for each non--
observed optionobserved option

Estimation of a wage equation with correction of the Estimation of a wage equation with correction of the 
selection bias when selection is specified as a selection bias when selection is specified as a 
multinomial multinomial logitlogit (Lee (1983), (Lee (1983), DubinDubin and McFadden and McFadden 
(1984), Dahl (2002), Bourguignon et al. (2007))(1984), Dahl (2002), Bourguignon et al. (2007))

Generation of Generation of GumbelGumbel error termserror terms
Correlated for the options belonging to the same nestCorrelated for the options belonging to the same nest
Uncorrelated for the options belonging to different nestsUncorrelated for the options belonging to different nests
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